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Introduction. 0.1. Let X be a compact complex variety of type
C in the sense of F.ujiki [3], and X0 a non-singular Zariski open subset of
X. Let (Hz, F) be a variation of Hodge structure on X0 of weight w. The
well-known conjecture (e.g. [1]) is that the cohomology group H(X;Ho)
has a Hodge structure of weight n+w.
0.2. Toward this direction, we gave the affirmative answer in [4]
when X is a non-singular Khler manifold and S=X\Xo is a normally
crossing hypersurface. It was also given by Cattani, Kaplan and Schmid
[2] independently. But, the Hodge filtration of the cohomclogy groups
was not given in an algebro-geometric way.
0.3. In this article we announce how to construct the Hodge filtra-.
tion in an algebraic way.
1. The starting point of the construction is the following method.
1.1. Sandwich method. Let X be a to.pelogical space, and (K’, F(K’))
a filtered complex of sheaves on X. Suppose
(1.1)
Hn(X FP(K’))----->H(X K’) is injective.
Let (K’, F(K[)), (K’, F(K’)) be two filtered complexes and assume that we
0.

have filtered morphisms K[
hypothesis.

(1.2) K;
(1.3) K
Then

f-K"

f ;K" g
;K.

Now we make the fcllowin

>K are quasi-isomorphisms forgetting filtratiors.

K is a filtered quasi-isomorphism.

Hn(X FP(K)) "-->H(X; F(K’)) ->Hn(X F(K’)),
and therefore H(X;FP(K[)) gives the same filtration on H(X;K ") as the
one coming from F(K’).
1.2. Let us return to the situation of 0.2. Then we know that the
complex _L"(H)(.) of square-integrable sections is filtered and that it satisfies
(1.1). Further the image of the homomorphism gives the Hodge filtration
of the intermediate cohomology groups. In order to illustrate our method,
we shall show that the sandwich method coml2ined with these fcts gies
another proof of a result of Zucker [7] in the one-variable case. We employ
the same notations as in 4 of [7]. We shall construct K; and K; s
follows:
(1.4)
K" ." (H)
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>(oW_ + zCl?)

(1.5)

K= (cW0-FzClZ)(R)v 6’’’)-

(1.6)

K=omo((_+z) dzz (1,.))

[Vol.

dzz
z

.

(A),

(o,.),

>[omo(o+Z,

Here

(resp., $) denotes the sheaf o.f C-functions (resp., distributions).
Then we can easily see that we have a sequence of morphisms KK’K.
Moreover, Dolbeaut’s lemma asserts that K; and K are respectively quasiisomorphic to 0 + z_ +
and
dz
(o+ Z, ).
z
It is also an easy task to show that they are quasi-isomorphic.
1.. In a several-variables case, the sandwich method works well
similarly. However, the complex corresponding to 0+z_+z
is much more complicated. (See 4.3 below.)
be the sheaf
2. 2.0. Let us return to the situation of 0.2. Let
of linear differential operators on X, and
the regular holonomic
module such that its de Rham transform DRz (t) is isomorphic to
Let 5(Hc) denote the right canonical extension of OoHc, namely, the
vector bundle on X characterized as follows" For each vector field v
tangent to an irreducible component Y of XXo such that v acts identically
on the normal bundle of Y, v acts on G(Hc) and that the eigenvalues of
v as an endomorphism of O5(Hc) satisfy
(2.1)
--l<Re0.
Then Schmid [6] shows that the Hodge filtration F(H) of xoHc extends
to the filtration F((H)) of O(Hc) by vector subbundles. The x-module
generated by
is generated by ,r(Hc). Let F() be the filtration of
F((H)), i.e., F()= F()F-((H)), where F() denotes the sheaf
of linear differential operators of order k.
Proposition 1. (0) F() (Hc)=F(r(H)).
( ) Gr () is a Cohen-Macaulay Gr ()-module.
up to an appropriate
(ii) xtimX (, ) is filtered isomorphic to

z

o((_+z) 9)-omo

shift of filtrations.
2.1. Let DRx () be. the de Rham complex 9 9

....
....

Then this is filtered by F()9F+()OF+()
Our main theorem is the ollowing
Theorem 1. H(X F(DRz ()))H(X DRx ()) is in]ective and
its image gives the Hodge filtrations of H(X Hc)H(X DRz ()).
.0. Let X be a complex analytic space, and let G, and G be
modules. A formal differential homomorphism f" G,G is, by definition,
a C-linear sheaf homomorphism such that there locally exists m such that
(ad a0)(ad a)... (ad a)f=0 for any a0, a,
a e Oz. Here (ad a)f=af-homomorphism
formal
differential homomorphism
a
is
differential
A
.fa.
.f’GoG such that f can be extended to an O-linear homomorphism
f,’ ,z GoOz G, functorially in S. Let us assume that G is

.

...,
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filtered by (C)z-modules Fp(Gj) which satisfy
(3.1)
F(G)-O for p<<0 and G=F(G).
We say that f’G-G, is a filtered differential homomorphism if for any
m and al, ..-, aM e (z we have (ad al)... (ad a)F(G)cFp_(G2). Considering such a filtered homomorphism, we can construct, in an evident way,
the filtered derived category. We shall denote it by DF (X).
:.1o Now, let us suppose that X is smooth. A filtered _q)z-module
is, by definition, a -module
with filteration F(/9/) satisfying (3.1) and

(3.2)
F()F() F/ (A).
Then filtered z-modules form a derived category.
Proposition 2. DF (X) is equivalent to the derived category of filtered

z-mo.dules.
The isomorphism from the derived category of filtered _-modules to

DF (X) is given by the de Rham functor DRx.
:.2. Let us return to the situation o 0.2 and 2.0. Let O(Hc)
denote the left canonical extension of )zo(R)Hc, i.e., the vector bundle
obtained similarly to O(Hc) in 2.0 by replacing the condition (2.1) by
0=<Rel. (Note that (C)(Hc)(C)r(Hc) holds by their definitions.) Let
9;o(Hc) be the complex
((Hc)---->/2(log S)(R))(Hc) >t92(log S)(R)((Hc)---.
and define tgog() by [2;og(Hc) DRz (A). Then the filtration of (Hc)
and the filtration of DRx (A) induce the same filtration on 9[o(/). With
this filtration, we have
Proposition :. DRz (A) is filtered quasi-isomorphic to 9o(ql). In
particular H(X F(f2o(A))) gives the Hodge filtrations of H(X ;Hc).
4. We now describe how to construct K; and K.
4.1. Let S be a normally crossing hypersurface of a complex manifold X, and {X}e the decomposition into irreducible components of S.
For a finite subset a of I, we set X.=e.X. Let V be a vector bundle
on X and let V. be a vector subbundle of V[x.such that V.Ix V for
Then we denote by .({V,}) the (z-submodule of V consisting of sections
u such that u.lx. e Vo. Then _L’({V.}) is exact in {V, V.(aI)}..
4.2. Let us return to the situation in 0.2 and use the same notations
as in the preceding paragraph. Let M be the monodromy of H around
X and set N=(1/2m/-1)log M3 or some ml such that M is unipotent. Then N e End ((C)(H)lz). For acI and t0 (i e a), we denote
by W(c) the (e. tN)-filtration of ((H)lx
4.:. For acI, we denote by 9(a) the exterior (x-subalgebra o
/2(log S)generated by/2(log X) with i e
Let us now consider the cllowing differential complex A’"

a.

.

F, _t;({

(R)

.

N w,_1_o,()})9(),

which is a sulcomplex of
/2(log S)(R))(H).
I=ala...g=
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The last one is the simple complex associated with the double complex
whose first differentiation is the exterior derivative and whose second
differentiation is the differential associated with the simplicial complex
whose simplex is {,
c}.
Set K=A:’(R) ,<0,. and K’=,_(o, (..’, _q)[x,.). Then K is filtered
quasi-isomorphic to ." and _" is filtered quasi-isomorphic to DR (/).
Moreover K; is quasi-isomorphic to R q(oo (_", tgmX). Then Proposition
1 (ii) implies KDR (y). Here we used the fact that E is flat over
and the stalk of $ is injective over (C)x. (See e.g. [5].) Since we can
construct a filtered homomorphism K’_’(H)<> and hence another filtered
homomorphism _L"(H)<>--K by the duality, we can use the sandwich
method and obtain Theorem 1.
4.4. In the two-dimensional case, _L’- DR (/) implies, in particular,
that the following complex

...,

is quasi-isomorphic to H--Im N@Im N--Im NN, where W W(N, N),
W’= W(N) and W"- W(N).
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